Crosscut (A Nicholas Colt Thriller)

Fast, fierce, and relentless. David Morrell,
New York Times bestselling creator of
RAMBO Nicholas Colt Former rock star,
private investigator on hiatus. He has a
loving relationship with his wife, a blues
band with a house gig, and an adopted
daughter finishing her senior year in high
school. He has no intention of reactivating
his PI license anytime soon. Until An old
girlfriend tells him something that makes
his heart pause and his jaw drop. Could the
militia group Colt shut down three years
ago be responsible for a double homicide
in another state? A race against time Colt
soon learns that the murders are only the
tip of an unimaginably atrocious iceberg.
Caught in a nightmare that is bigger,
badder, and literally more earth-shattering
than he could have possibly anticipated,
Colt must find a way to derail the heinous
and seemingly unstoppable machinations
of a madman before its too late. Bonus:
This edition includes the first four chapters
of SNUFF TAG 9. Suggested reading
order for the Nicholas Colt series: COLT
LADY 52 POCKET-47 CROSSCUT
SNUFF TAG 9 KEY DEATH BLOOD
TATTOO SYCAMORE BLUFF THE
JACK REACHER FILES: FUGITIVE
THE
JACK
REACHER
FILES:
VELOCITY (Novella) THE BLOOD
NOTEBOOKS Note: Although published
at a later date, the events in COLT and
LADY 52 precede those in Jude Hardins
debut thriller POCKET-47. All of the
books listed work as stand-alone thrillers,
depending on reader preference. Nicholas
Colt also appears in several short stories,
including the one titled RATTLED and the
one titled RACKED.
Praise for Jude
Hardins Thrillers: POCKET-47 sucked me
in and held me enthralled. Author Jude
Hardin keeps the pace frantic, the thrills
non-stop, but best of all is his hero, the
wonderfully ironic Nicholas Colt. This is a
character Im eager to follow through many
adventures to come. Tess Gerritsen, New
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York Times bestselling author of DIE
AGAIN: A RIZZOLI & ISLES NOVEL
The best PI debut Ive read in years, fit to
share shelf space with the best of Ross
Macdonald, Sue Grafton, and Robert B.
Parker. POCKET-47 is so hot you may
burn your hands reading. Highly
recommended. J.A. Konrath, author of the
Jack Daniels mysteries
Hardin gets
everything right in his powerhouse thriller
debut, which introduces rock starturnedPI
Nicholas Colt. Publishers Weekly on
POCKET-47
KEY DEATH is an
exhilarating thriller that punches way
above its weight. It hits you hard and fast
with crackling suspense, hair-raising twists
and stunning revelations. Word of advice:
dont start on this one unless youre prepared
to stay up all night. John Ling, author of
THE BLASPHEMER Colt is a physical,
no-holds-barred PI, reminiscent of Robert
B. Parkers Spenser and Lee Childs Jack
Reacher, and his debut is action-packed.
With a hefty toll of dead bodies, some
described in cringe-inducing detail, this is
crime fiction at its rawest. Hard-boiled
connoisseurs
should
make
Colts
acquaintance
now.
Booklist
on
POCKET-47
With CROSSCUT, Jude
Hardin takes the PI novel and
psychological suspense to a new,
unrestrained level. Fast, fierce, and
relentless. David Morrell, New York Times
bestselling creator of Rambo

Nicholas Colts life is on the right track. Gone for good are the dangerous days of being a private investigator until a
double homicide and an ex-girlfriends[Nicholas Colt] is a character Im eager to follow. And David Morrell, creator of
Rambo, called the second Nicholas Colt thriller, Crosscut, fast, fierce, and: Snuff Tag 9 (A Nicholas Colt Thriller)
(9781612184470): Jude even less with Crosscut, and considered giving up on Jude Hardins Nicholas ColtEditorial
Reviews. From Booklist. An old girlfriends request to find her missing brother lands PI Nicholas Colt in a plot hatched
by neo-Nazi cult Chain of Life,After last years harrowing experience with a gruesome serial killer in Key West,
rock-star-turned-PI Nicholas Colt has decided to hang up his investigator hat.Get this from a library! Crosscut : a
Nicholas Colt thriller. [Jude Hardin] -- Nicholas Colts life is on the right track. Gone for good are the dangerous days of
beingAchetez et telechargez ebook Crosscut: An American P.I. Novel (A Nicholas Colt Thriller) (English Edition):
Boutique Kindle - Genre Fiction : .People who viewed this item also viewed. Crosscut A Nicholas Colt Thriller 2012 by
Hardin, Jude 1455896802 -ExLibrary. SPONSORED. Crosscut A NichoSuggested reading order for the Nicholas Colt
series: CROSSCUT events in COLT and LADY 52 precede those in Jude Hardins debut thriller POCKET-47.: Snuff
Tag 9 (A Nicholas Colt Thriller) (9781469210421): Jude even less with Crosscut, and considered giving up on Jude
Hardins Nicholas ColtCrosscut (A Nicholas Colt Thriller) [Jude Hardin] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
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Things are going pretty well for Nicholas Colt. He has aCrosscut (A Nicholas Colt Thriller) [Jude Hardin, Johnny
Heller] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Nicholas Colts life is on the right track.Compre Crosscut (A
Nicholas Colt Thriller) (English Edition) de Jude Hardin na . Confira tambem os eBooks mais vendidos, lancamentos e Buy Crosscut (A Nicholas Colt Thriller) book online at best prices in india on Amazon.in. Read Crosscut (A Nicholas
Colt Thriller) book reviews
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